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Paper Digitize Transform Digital Output

Map Modernization: paper to digital

Manual data extraction vs. digitization

Can it be done in GIS?

Quality control measures

Importing data to RASPLOT



Map Modernization: Profiles

 Stream profiles from the 1970s-1990s only exist in paper format

 Must be recreated in digital form using RASPLOT with specific table formatting to 
allow for datum conversions, modification of labels, etc

 Required information includes: 
 Streambed elevations

 100 year profile elevations

 Elevations for other available flooding events

 Cross section locations and elevations

 Hydraulic structure locations and elevations

 Confluence and backwater locations and labels

 Options for extracting information: 
 Manually extract location and elevation values

 Digitize profiles and extract information
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Manual Extraction of values
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Station XS Letter
Stream 

Bed
10 Year 50 Year 100 Year 500 Year

0 906.4 913.5 916 917.5 920.2

1,420 A 910 916 919.6 921 922.5

1,600 912.6 917.7 921.6 922.5 923.7

2,400 916.8 922 925.4 926 927.1

3,860 B 924.5 929.6 932.2 933.3 934.9

5,050 932.5 937.5 939.1 940.1 941.5

5,100 936.7 939 941.1 941.6 942



Disadvantages of Manual data extraction
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Time consuming

Low precision

Opportunity for human error at each measurement

Extremely tedious



Our Process for Digitizing Stream Profiles
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Georeference
Profiles

Digitize elements 
from profiles

Python script 
extracts location 

and elevation 
information

QC output table
Recreate profiles in 

digital format in 
RASPLOT



Georeference Profiles in ArcMap

 Add Control Points with exact X and Y values

 Apply scaling factor to stretch Y axis (𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏) 

 Spreadsheet calculates scale factor to maintain rectangular profile panel
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Control 
Points 
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• X coordinates 
from profile

• Y coordinates 
from conversion 
spreadsheet



Leveraging ArcMap Templates

 Use Templates to capture common 
attributes and streamline process
 Flooding event profiles

 Cross sections

 Structures

 Confluences

 Backwater

 Labels
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 Single feature class 
captures multiple 
elements from profile



Profile Panel with elements digitized
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Digitize entire length of stream in continuous feature
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Increase accuracy by incorporating Floodway Data Table (FDT)

 Cross section points 
extracted from FDT and 
plotted

 Ensures lettered cross 
sections are in correct 
position with accurate 
elevation and station 
through the use of 
“snapping”
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Use editing tools to accurately draw structures

 Direction tool to draw 
structures 
perpendicular to x axis

 Capture upstream and 
downstream extents of 
structures

 Edit vertices with exact 
coordinates for Limit of 
Study
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Capture labels 

 Use attributes to record labels 
while digitizing spatial features
 Structure names

 Axis labels

 Limit of study labels
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Extract Data using Python Script

 Easy to use tool

 Input feature class with digitized 
profile elements

 Runs on one stream at a time

 Optional datum conversion from 
NGVD29 to NAVD88

 Formats output in RASPLOT 
database structure

 Exports to excel to allow for QC 
and tie-ins
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Data extracted from digitized Profiles
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Quality Check of Extracted Data

 Compare each lettered cross section to 
FDT elevation and stationing values 
where available

 Ensure all profiles are continuously 
increasing in elevation

 Event types of higher magnitude are 
always greater in elevation than those of 
lower magnitude

 One upstream and one downstream value 
for each applicable structure (dams, 
culverts)
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Import to RASPLOT

 Excel spreadsheet 
formatted by tool

 Easily import into 
Access database 
created by RASPLOT
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Recreate 
Profile in 
RASPLOT

 Profiles 
recreated in 
digital format 

 Incorporates 
datum 
conversion

 Each element 
can be edited
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Summary

 Digitizing profiles in GIS greatly reduces opportunity for human error

 Staff familiarity with GIS software

 Digitizing is streamlined using templates and editing tools

 Python tool efficiently extracts data from digitized profiles

 Output from tool is formatted for seamless integration with RASPLOT

 Resulting RASPLOT databases enable recreation of profiles in digital form
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Questions? 


